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Abstract

We all seem to know what “utopia“ is – but what exactly is “utopian listening“? I

want  to  question  the  notion  of  the  Utopian  regarding  Luigi  Nono's  late  work

Prometeo by examining existing discourses about Nono's music regarding the utopian

idea, confronting them with an apporach of situated perception that takes into acount

the  way  “how  space,  place,  sound  and  embodiment  produce  and  constitute  one

another“ (Gascia Ouzounian).  Prometeo in its  making and meta-discourse will  be

iuxtaposed with experiences of listeners, describing Nono's use of electronics as a

sounding architecture that is representing spiritual as well as social, historical and

psychological  ideas.  Re-reading  Nono's  works  from a  situated  listener's  practice,

focusing on aspects that have so far been unseen or overwritten by a pre-established

discourse can thus open up new paths to revise our image of Luigi Nono's artistic

practice.

Diverse Utopias

The idea of  the Utopian has held a fascination for  human beings since centuries.

Tracing the history and meaning of the Utopian, we can start with classical utopies

that  depict  more  or  less  concrete  projections  of  social  and political  systems,  like

Thomas  More's  Utopia.  On  the  other  side,  the  notion  of  the  Utopian  has  been

established in a metaphorical way to describe future-oriented, idealistic concepts that

often  are  connoted  to  be  unrealizable.1 Oscillating  between  a  concrete  political

meaning and a personal idealistic aspect, the Utopian increased in popularity in the

20th century when it  was re-introduced into political  discourse regarding marxist-

1 As Wahrig's dictionary of foreign terms describes it, utopy (Utopie) is defined as „1. depiction of a future state or 
society, 2. (gen.) wish, dream, fantasy“ (German: „Wunschtraum, Hirngespinst, Schwärmerei“). See: Renate 
Wahrig-Burfeind, Wahrig Fremdwörterlexikon, dtv Munich 2012, p.1043.
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socialist  philosophies. Looking along the course of Luigi Nono's life,  the Utopian

seems to have been one of the ideas that kept following him throughout his career. In

the 60ies we find him being involved in political discussions related to that term. 2

While being part of that discourse, Nono seems to have been aware of the weaknesses

of  a  purely socialist  understanding of  Utopia.  Herbert  Marcuse  stated  in  1967 in

Berlin in his root-shaking lecture The End of Utopia: All the material and intellectual

forces which could be put to work for the realization of a free society are at hand.

That they are not used for that purpose is to be attributed to the total mobilization of

existing society against its own potential for liberation.3 Marcuse goes on to picture

possible ways towards a “New Left which combines Marxism with new political,

social and cultural currents“.4 Nono's activities to establish himself as a politically-

engaged artist while rejecting dogmatism, can be seen in regard to Marcuse's ideas. In

his texts of the 1960ies, we find Nono navigating between the use of popular political

terms (such as “ideology“)  and the search for a personal expression of his ideas.

Regarding  his  first,  politically-loaded  music  theatre  work  Intolleranza  1960,  he

stated:  “In  it  [Intolleranza],  the  contrast  and the  encounter  is  ideological,  neither

restricted  to  subtle  psychologisms  of  literature  or  neurosis,  nor  a  schematism of

„socialist  realism“.  [...]“5 It  is  important  to note  that  in Nono's  own discourse he

rarely seems to use the term “utopian“, while on the other hand he very well received

and incorporated utopian thinking.6 While Nono's writings in 60ies and 70ies are full

of ideas that reflect political utopian discourse, his later works after 1978 are strongly

2 Giacomo Manzoni: La battaglia del musicista per una nuova società (Interview with Luigi Nono on 17. November 
1964), in: Giacomo Manzoni: Tradizione e utopia. Scritti di musica e altro. Feltrinelli 1994.

3 Herbert Marcuse, The End of Utopia, in: Five Lectures, Penguin: Harmondsworth 1970, p.64 Nono seems to have 
intensely read Marcuse's work, as can be proved by his notebooks, and referred back to it as late as in the 80ies, 
when „fine utopia“ shows up again in his sketches of Prometeo, as Carola Nielinger-Vakil has also noticed. (Cf. 
Prometeo. Eine Tragödie des Hörens, Programmheft Salzburg 2011.)

4 Malcolm Miles, “The End of Utopia: Imminent and Immanent Liberation”, Spaces of Utopia: An Electronic 
Journal, Nr. 3, Autumn/Winter 2006, pp. 105-113, esp. p.105. URL: http://ler.letras.up.pt  ISSN 1646-4729. (last 
accessed: 03.01.2016)

5 Luigi Nono: Alcune precisazioni su Intolleranza 1960. p. 97-110, esp. p.98. In: La nostalgia del futuro. Scritti scelti 
1948-1986. Ed. Angela Ide de Benedictis and Veniero Rizzardi, Saggiatore Milan 2007. (transl. of the author) It is 
interesting to note that Marcuse's lecture was published as an essay and spread alongside a performance series of 
the Living Theatre, a group founded in the 50ies with which Nono held a close collaboration. The Living Theatre 
was known for politically-critical, experimental theatre performances and had a great influence on the development 
of Nono's musicotheatrical ideas. Thus, we find that Nono's reception of the political „utopian“ is linked to his 
developing (musico-)theatrical practice and aesthetics.

6 In fact, it is striking that during the late 70ies and 80ies, a period that in research is most strongly connotated with 
the “utopian Nono”, he himself does not even once mention that term in his lectures.



informed  by  the  thoughts  of  his  philosopher  friend  and  collaborator,  Massimo

Cacciari.  Cacciari,  drawing  mostly  on  Walter  Benjamin's  and  Ernst  Bloch's

development of utopian thinking, expressed his concepts of utopy in his books Tempo

Senza Kronos (Time Without Kronos, 1986) and L'angelo necessario7 (The necessary

Angel),  followed  up  by  his  later  collection  of  essays  Architettura  –  Struttura  –

Nihilismo (Architecture – Building – Nihilism). Regarding the Utopian, an important

shift takes place in those writings. While traces of political utopian thinking (such as

the  need  for  change  in  society)  are  still  present,  Cacciari  especially  takes  on

Benjamin's  philosophy  of  historical  development.8 Utopia  to  him  is  no  more  a

concrete concept of society, but defined as an ideal “no-place”, combining aspects of

historian thinking with the need for personal, inner development through spi-ritual

practices. Among the main points Cacciari develops is Benajmin's image of the Angel

as a representative of utopia (as no-place).9 Cacciari's view of utopia combines the

spiritual aspect of the Angel with spatial and historical topoi (the Benjaminian Angel

is  placed not only outside space,  but  also outside history,  outside Kronos10),  thus

linking this discourse to architectural ideas. This culminates in Großstadt  – Baukunst

– Nihilismus, where he describes Venice as paradigm of the utopian city – the city of

the Angel, Angelopolis. Such city does not consist anymore of fixed structures, but is

comprised of fluid entities that form an ever-changing multiverse of spatial, temporal

and  social  connections  and  exchanges,  which  constitutes  space  as  something

dynamic, full of possible development.11 

The “utopian electronics” of Prometeo

One of the first conferences on Nono after his death held the title “Luigi Nono tra

realtà e utopia“ (Luigi Nono between reality and utopia). Here, another connotation

of the utopian shows up: Utopia is put in relation with Nono's appropriation of live-

7 Massimo Cacciari, Zeit ohne Kronos, Ritter Klagenfurt 1986, and: Massimo Cacciari, L'angelo necessario, Adelphi 
Milan 1986.

8 It is striking that so far the direct influence of Cacciari's thoughts on Nono's later works has not been closely 
examined. As this cannot be achieved here thoroughly, I only can point out some aspects that are important and 
could be developed further: for example, the way how Nono/Cacciari develop christian/sacred iconography and 
sacred music traditions, as well as their practice to revisit ideas of other cultures.

9 See: Massimo Cacciari, L'angelo necessario, p.13f.
10 See Cacciari, Zeit ohne Kronos: Notwendigkeit des Engels, p.123-139, esp. p.134-136.
11 Cacciari, Großstadt, Baukunst, Nihilismus, Ritter Klagenfurt 1995, here esp.: Eine Metropole des Geistes, p.19-31, 

see p.24-26. Note the connection to Nono's concept of the “archipelago” in Prometeo!



electronic  sounds  as  the  sonic  representation  of  another,  possible  world.  Carola

Nielinger-Vakil, in her introduction to Prometeo, speaks of the “particularly utopian,

prophetic“ sounds of the electronically-altered flute and bass clarinet.12 This aspect of

electronics is commonly presented alongside with Benjaminian ideas of  historical

utopy and established itself as a common topos in research and reception of Nono's

works. In this interpretation, the Utopian is linked with “futuristic“ and even “sacred”

aspects of electronics and technology in general, a discourse that has been present in

western society since the second wave of the industrial revolution.13 This discourse

was  especially  present  in  the  late  70ies,  when  the  first  computers  came  up,

household-technology started to flood the market,  and the growing importance of

technologies was intensely reflected in film, art and literature, as we can see with the

boom of science-fiction in the 80ies, a genre that was especially dedicate to tell the

tales of modern, technological myths. Nono, being interested in film and literature as

well, himself actively perceived14 this topos of popular culture, and by alluding to it

in  his  writings,  contributed  himself  to  that  metaphorical  image  of  the  “topian

electronics“.

Thus, we can speak of a multi-faceted utopian discourse regarding  Prometeo:   one

political-futuristic  utopia  that developed  already  during  his  lifetime15,  growing

exponentially in the 80ies around his production of Prometeo and continuing after his

death in 1990, and one architectural-spiritual, not verbalized by Nono himself. So far,

most  interpretations of  Prometeo have consciously or  unconsciously taken on the

obvious topoi of utopy, crystallizing them into an interpretation that makes Prometeo

appear as a sort of science-fiction avantgarde music theatre, a remix of ancient myths

involving modern high-tech and postmodern philosophical concepts.

Utopy as Architecture: Prometeo as situated space

12 Carola Nielinger-Vakil, Prometeo. Eine Tragödie des Hörens, in: Der fünfte Kontinent. Programmheft Salzburger 
festspiele 2011. Salzburg, 2011.

13 cf. Christian Schwarke, Technik und Religion. Religiöse Deutungen und theologische Rezeption der zweiten 
Industrialisierung in den USA und in Deutschland. Stuttgart: Kohlhammer 2014.

14 We may note that Nono was very interested in Stanley Kubrick's works, that do not only present themselves as 
novel in regard to their visual aesthetics, but also are paradigmatic part of the establishing genre of sci-fi in the 
60ies (2001 – A Space Odyssey). In Nono's library we can find account of his studies of Kubrick in the beginning 
80ies.

15 Cf. Carlo Piccardi, L'ascolto come utopia, review of a performance of Prometeo, October 1985, as well as 
Michelangelo Zurletto, Ecco Prometeo, utopia del suono, La Repubblica 27.09.1984.



However,  picking  up  the  untold  utopian  discourse  between  Nono  and  Cacciari,

listening  into the architectural-utopian qualities of Prometeo, there is another way to

understand  Prometeo:  as  a  sonic  architecture  that  conceives  “space“  not  as

“outerspace“ (as in sci-fi) nor as political, ideological or purely musical space, but as

an embedded, multimodal social construct of diverse practices. This view opens up

another  way  towards  understanding  Prometeo and  its  electronics.  In  this  sense,

Cacciari's Angelopolis has more in common with the actual concepts and features of

Prometeo as  a  sounding  architecture  consisting  of  sonic  islands  than  the  pre-

established utopian  meta-discourse  centering around it.  We also  may note  that  in

Nono's  own  discourse  in  the  1979ies  onwards  he  never  references  his  former

musicotheatrical work, and I would argue he does so because both Intolleranza 1960

and Al Gran Sole Carico d'Amore were still intended to reflect on political utopies.

Instead,  the  main  topics  in  his  texts  in  the  1985's  are  listening,  electronics  and

architecture, as he puts it in his lecture  Altre possibilità d'ascolto (1985), explicitly

connecting  acoustical  and  musical  ideas  with  theology  to  describe  his  working

process as a kind of Gnosis, a holistic discovery of space.16

If we want to make use of Cacciari's approach of the utopian city we have to abandon

established modes of listening that so far have been dominating the discourse about

Prometeo. The debate about the “utopian”, the “historical”, the “fragmentary”, the

“mythological”  aspects  of  Prometeo is  mostly  grounded  on  a  traditional,  music-

oriented  way  of  perception  and  description.  Music-intrinsical  phenomena  of  the

work,  such as  structures,  compositional  techniques,  motives  or  sound colours  are

identified and put in context  with conceptual,  pre-existing meta-discoursive ideas,

thus consolidating a fixed image of Prometeo as a milestone of contemporary music

slowly petrified by its ever-repeated ideologies, some of which Nono himself helped

to create. What is stunningly absent in this “listening discourse” (as well as in most

parts of the discussion on “musical space” in contemporary music in general) is the

importance of space not only as a reflection of idealistic concepts, but in its lived

experience that combines its visible (architectural) features as well as psychological,

16 Luigi Nono, Nostalgia del Futuro. Scritti Scelti 1948-1986,ed. Angel Ida de Benedictis and Veniero Rizzardi,  Il 
Saggiatore Milano 2007, here: pp. 245-259.



musical,  embodied  and  social  aspects.  Such  an  account  of  space  in  itself  bears

theatrical  qualities,17 thus  giving  a  new account  of  what  Nono  meant  by  calling

Prometeo a “tragedy of space” or a drama “nella musica, non in musica”18. As Henri

Lefebvre has noticed, space always bears social qualities, and it is not only the visual

but also the acoustic realm that makes us experience a space as an expression of

human or spiritual power:

The  use  of  the  cathedral's  monumental  space  necessarily  entails  its  supplying

answers  to  all  the  questions  that  assail  anyone  who  crosses  the  threshold.  For

visitors are bound to become aware of their own footsteps, and listen to the noises,

the singing; they must breathe the incense-laden air and plunge into a particular

world;... and they will thus, on the basis of their own bodies, experience a total being

in a total space.19

Nono's own approach to the discovery of San Lorenzo presents itself as a diving into

a situated experience. He spent lots of time in the church, not measuring acoustics in

a scientific way, but perceiving the space with all his senses. Further on, the same

procedure  can  be  found  in  his  conception  of  the  electronics  for  Prometeo.  The

electronics  can  be  described  as,  most  importantly,  a  spatial  instrument.  Nono's

sketches  show  that  his  way  to  choose  and  shape  sounding  materials  and  their

spatialization,  while  being firmly  grounded  on technical  knowledge,  was  also  an

embodied  process,  coded  in  many  expressions  that  show  his  direct  emotional

response  to  things  heard.  (One  of  the  most  frequent  comments  written  in  the

performance material  is  his  demand to take  more manual  control,  “piu a  mano”,

which means for the sound engineers to be more immersed, more directly involved

with  the  sonic  actions.)  The  understanding  of  electronics  as  situated  spatial

experience also includes references to historical  and spiritual  aspects of  listening.

Nono's images and sketches on and about Greek architecture that so far have been

seen as a reference to ancient myth and philosophy can be re-read from that side.

17 Henri Lefebvre, The Production of Space, Blackwell 2015. Lefebvre, like Cacciari, uses Venice as an example to 
demonstrate the inherent theatricality of space: “Here, everyday life and its functions are coextensive with, and 
utterly transformed by, a theatricality as sophisticated as it is unsought, a sort of involuntary mise-en-scene. (p.74)

18 Luigi Nono, Altre possibilitá dell'ascolto, in: Luigi Nono, Nostalgia del Futuro. Scritti Scelti 1948-1986,ed. Angela 
Ida de Benedictis and Veniero Rizzardi,  Il Saggiatore Milano 2007, here: pp. 251.

19 Henri Lefebvre, The production of Space p.220f.



 Nono's friend an collaborator Renzo Piano made him aware of the works of French

architect  Le  Corbusier.  While  being  one  of  the  leading  modernist  architects,  Le

Corbusier held a lifelong fascination for the Greek Parthenon.20 This intense interest

in a specific object, a sacred symbol that inspires artistical as well as psychological,

spiritual and spatial associations, appears mirrored in Luigi Nono's approach towards

Prometeo.  It  cannot  not  by  accident  that  Nono  was  attracted  by  images  of  the

Parthenon, as Le Corbusier had been before. Listening into the empty space of San

Lorenzo as Le Corbusier  did into the greek ruins,  rethinking their  acoustical  and

spatio-historical meaning, listening into the “void“ of the studio,  Nono seemed to

conduct his own search for his “personal” Parthenon, a place that has “no inside” but

is defined by perspective, the one looking on it.21 The architectural qualities of Nono's

electronics, while holding physical and historical references, also offer in a sonic way

what Lefebvre described as the experience of the sacred monumental space: acoustic

experience  is  reduced  and  focused  at  the  same time,  reflecting  the  inside  to  the

outside, thus creating the feeling of being enclosed into an atmosphere. The sounding

material of Prometeo is extremely reduced to basic characters and effects, no concrete

sounds or voices are present. This reduction finds itself mirrored in many listening

accounts  of  performances,  causing  fascination  and  rejection  likewise:  “Mi  son

finalmente trovato in fronte di al vero “nulla” (I found myself finally confronted with

truly “nothing”).22 Instead of creating a homogenous space within the loudspeaker

20 Cf. Lorens Holm, Brunelleschi, Lacan, Le Corbusier. Architecture, space and the construction of subjectivity. 
Routledge New York 2014, esp. pp. 184-203.

21 Ebd., p.175. For Nono's interest in perspectival designs see: Jeannie Ma. Guerrero, Non-conventional Planar 
Designs in the Works of Nono and Tintoretto, Music Theory Spectrum, Vol. 32, No. 1 (Spring 2010), pp. 26-43. 
URL: http://www.jstor.org/stable/10.1525/mts.2010.32.1.26. (Last accessed: 25.01.2015)

22 Enrico Cavallotti, A forza di purezza si giunge al nulla? Il tempo, 27.09.1984, ALN

http://www.jstor.org/stable/10.1525/mts.2010.32.1.26


circle, the design of sounding piles, layers and traces (spazi diversi, percorsi diversi)

is described by Nono in analogy to concrete substances (wood, stone, water, light)

that are combined to textures that share qualities of opacity and transparence.23 The

creation of Prometeo is one of his last, but biggest, steps to reach a quest in his life

that he did not express in words, but referred to it by creating sounding architectures

that inspire an emotional, contemplative approach.

But Nono's work reveals its problems in that view: in his verbal discourse, Nono

claims to abolish hierarchies, make intercultural connections and open up new spaces

for personal experiences. On the other side, we find him re-constructing the acoustic

space of a catholic venetian church with its massive materiality of stone, resonating

verticalities and errating echoes that are laden with cultural heritage of the western

world.  In  the  rehearsal  process  on-site,  he  is  progressively  erasing,  over-writing

cultural differences, sonic and spatial ruptures of the real place with a concept that

favours a western aesthetic of the “sacred”, detached artwork with its ideology of a

pseudo-neutral, “empty” space.24 Listening to  Prometeo with ears that are sensitive

for such differences between concept and sounding, embodied, felt practice, there is

necessity to deconstruct the existing sanctification of the work by re-qestioning the

relation between its idealistic aspects and their realization.

Listening into Prometeo: Towards a situated sonic practice

Thus, for a future debate and listening practice of Luigi Nono's  Prometeo, it seems

necessary to present his “tragedia dell'ascolto” not anymore in the light of (traditional

contemporary) music and music theatre and their corresponding listening discourses,

but  to  analyze  it  from  a  situated  perspective  common  in  Sound  Studies  that

“include[s] all musical/sonic practices that highlight  space- and place-based aspects

of sonic experience. Situated sonic practices take into  consideration not only aspects
23 Also Lacan's analysis of the inner, psychological qualities of architecture makes use of the terms of “transparency” 

and “opacity”, that can be transferred into the acoustic level. Also Nono's numerous drawings on the spatial 
diffusion of sounds in Prometeo confirm and highlight the importance of architectural thinking for his development 
of ideas: Sound-projections are visualized by coloured lines expanding in space, unfolding planar spaces, stratified 
upon each other. Notable is also the conotiation of light with the experience of the sacred.

24 Cf. Bria O'Doherty, Inside The White Cube. The Ideology Of The Gallery Space. Extended Edition, Berkley et al. 
Ucal Press, 1999. for a more in-detail discussion of that idea of the “white cube”, see: Dieter Lesage and Ina 
Wudtke, Black Sound White Cube. Löcker Vienna 2010. Nono's original ideas to incorporate the acoustic 
environment of the church as well as visual movements of musicians and lights was successively neutralized, 
overwritten by his tendency to create a purely acoustic performance that was more close to a concert situation than 
to what can be called site-specific theatre.



of  the  built  environment,  architectures  and  social   spaces,  but  also  the  temporal

dimension of space as expressed through memory and  history.”25 It is worth to revisit

some voices in the listening and performance practice of Prometeo that highlight this

understanding. One of them is the essay Prometeo e madre written by Milena Milani,

an  Italian  writer  attending  the  premiere  of  Prometeo in  Venice  1984.26 Her  text

focuses the psychological as well as the physical impact of embodied perception in a

performance: She describes the work as a journey through her own psyche, where she

meets  her  own  mother,  combining  personal  recollections  with  sensations  of

environment (the city, the floating sea, “sentivo Venezia lievitare”) in a dream-like

stream of  consciousness:  “Perché  dentro  di  me  (e  forse  in  tutti)  riuscitavano  le

immagini  di  nostra vita,  anche quelle  dimenticate,  gli  echi  sommersi  di  voci  che

risalivano  dagli  abissi,  si  stringeva  ai  nostri  corpi,  diventavano  vere,  palpitanti,

sillabe amate, suoni che avevano un senso, un significato.”27

 Another account of such a situated understanding of Prometeo is the 1997 staging of

it by American director Robert Wilson. Wilson, dealing intensively in his works with

relations between sound and vision, experimenting with slowness, speed and duration

as well as with presence or absence of actors, of texts or actions, presented the so far

first and only visual approach towards Prometeo. Wilson's staging partly was drawing

on elements of greek theatre, but presenting them not as a staging of the Prometheus

figure,  but  rather  negotiating space,  time (present  and historical),  movements and

lights to create a production that  was not  really intended to be a visualization of

music but an independent work of its own. Wilson used elements and codes of theatre

to enstage aspects of space, relations and dynamics of abstract ideas as well as human

feelings  and  experiences,  thus  visualizing his  situated  experience  of  Prometeo in

another medium. While public reactions were quite positive, this staging of Prometeo

has been thoroughly neglected and dismissed by research, for violating norms and

terms  of  the  existing  discourse  on  Nono and  his  work.28 Only  recently  Wilson's

25 Ouzounian, Embodied Sound: Aural Architectures. p.75.
26 All following quotes from: Milena Milani, Prometeo e Madre. Il Gazzettino, 2.10.1984, ALN 
27 Ebd.
28 “Especially notable in a negative sense is a performance 1997 in Brussels (also here not in a concert hall but in a 

former market hall), under direction of Robert Wilson. For a performance of Prometeo, only the adding of light 
design in Nono's own intentions is allowed, but despite intensive preparations, Wilson did not follow that 



approach was picked up again in the latest staging of  Prometeo in Duisburg, where

also reduced visual elements were used.

Where is “utopian listening”?

To  come  back  to  the  beginning,  where  can  we  find  an  “utopian  listening”  in

Prometeo? Utopia is a concept, and listening itself is a situated, concrete activity that

only from the outside can be put in context with other (be it utopian, philosophical,

historical) ideas. What we may call utopian in its idealistic meaning, is Nono's search

for an expression of his personal experiences that transcends the visible-spectacular

as  well  as  the  verbal  or  ideological.  Nono,  being  part  of   a  generation  that

experienced like no other the destabilization of existing systems and powers, wanted

to use sound to overcome the limits of verbal and political discourse but did not fully

trust his own embodied experience. However, understanding Prometeo as a part of a

situated,  architectural  practice  in  the  realms  of  sound  art  and  Site-Specific

Performance can open up new ways for its understanding, listening, performance and

staging practice as well as for further research on Luigi Nono's works. 

convention.” (Caroline Lüderssen, Der wiedergewonnene Text.


